
Monday Warm-ups: Hey, LA9H, what do you know?                   Name_______________
Matching

1. Panoply __an inescapable agent of one’s downfall, a source of harm or ruin
2. Bacchanalian __exploding, developing suddenly
3. Caparisoned __covered with rich clothing
4. Vicissitudes __wild, characterized by drunken carousing
5. Scepter __present or seeming to be present everywhere
6. Nemesis __a complete suit of armor.
7. Mattock __unpredictable changes, accidents of fortune
8. Mettle __to annoy, to disturb
9. Provident __a reward; something given as compensation
10. Suborn __a staff that symbolizes authority
11. Fulminant __a person’s ability to cope with difficulties with spirit
12. Labyrinthine __commands, orders
13. Recompense __a tool like a pickaxe, but with a flat blade for digging up roots
14. Volatile __to urge someone to do something illegal.
15. Ubiquitous __not lasting long, explosive, fickle
16. Vex __providing for future needs of events
17. Injunctions __maze-like

 Be prepared to explain the difference between interdict, promulgation, and injunction. How are they
alike; what is their key difference?

 Any problems with these sentences? IDENTIFY THE ERROR(S) and FIX.

• If I were Creon I would bury Polyneices.

• When Antigone refers to herself as the sinner of a “holy sin” she means she is committing a crime

(sin) for a moral (holy) cause.

• Jocasta hung herself and Oedipus blinded himself.

• If anyone disobeys Creon’s interdict, you will be stoned.

 New CCWs to watch out for: Identify the different meanings of the words in these pairs:
• bury
• burry

• rites
• rights

• hang
• hung

HW 2/7 –
1. Complete today’s warm up.
2. Read Evergreen 333 about the rule for conjunctive adverbs that connect 2 IC’s, and complete Practice

9  (334) by following directions.
3. Think about the problem of differentiating a conjunctive adverb from a subordinating conjunction.

Write at the bottom  of your HW,  an explanation of your way to determine if the word that connects
two clauses is a conjunctive adverb  or a subordinating conjunction.


